
THREE THINGS: OMIGOD
OMICRON
The Biden administration will mount a response
to the explosion of Omicron variant COVID cases.
It follows some corporate stupidity which may
have left the door open to this new surge.

ANGRY MOM: THANKS,
JOE “2022 WILL BE AN
ELECTORAL
BLOODBATH” MANCHIN
[UPDATE-2]
At least 53 people deserve a swift comeuppance
for letting down the American people, beginning
with 50 GOP senators and Joe Manchin.

THREE THINGS: A
THREE-RING CIRCUS
In Ring 1 a hearing; in Ring 2, a frivolous
appeal; in Ring 3, a show of white collar
legerdemain. Welcome to the American circus.
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BURNERS, BURNING:
THE HEAT’S TURNED UP
ON MARK MEADOWS
[UPDATE-1]
Sending someone who isn’t a Kremer to buy a
burner phone with cash to evade tracing suggests
Kylie Kremer knew exactly what the role of her
organization, Women to Save America First, was
within the framework of the insurrection. Bet
Meadows knows this

MARK, MARK, MARK!:
NO WONDER MEADOWS
BALKED AT HOUSE
SUBPOENA
Lordy, there are text messages.

THREE THINGS: UGLY
GOES CLEAN TO THE
BONE [UPDATE-1]
With Bannon indicted on Friday, supposed to
report today, will Meadows continue to listen to
his attorney or take the L and show before the
House January 6 Committee? Whatever happens,
it’s ugly.
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MINORITY REPORT:
BOTHERATION BENEFITS
BANNON
Americans are becoming deeply disappointed:
Bannon has blown off Congress without any
repercussions so far. It’s not obvious to the
public why it takes so long to bring the scruffy
bucket of excess shirtage, whiskers, and pudge
to answer their representatives’ questions.

THIS IS BULLSHIT: ARE
YOU SERIOUSLY
EVICTING VOTERS,
DEMOCRATS?
[UPDATE-1]
Biden’s 2020 vote margin and the number of
American households at risk of eviction as of
midnight tonight are both roughly seven million.
That’s bullshit.

CARLSON TO MCCARTHY
TO NUNES:
OBSTRUCTION OR
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WORSE?
Did Tucker Carlson provide cover for House
minority leader Kevin McCarthy to give Rep.
Devin Nunes access to U.S. intelligence? Did
this happen on behalf of a foreign entity?

THREE THINGS: WAVES
OF STUPIDITY
Wednesday was wave after wave of incredible
stupidity, from anti-vaxx crackpots to moon
madness. Make it stop!
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